I. INTRODUCTION
Voting rights jurisprudence is a story of courts seeking judicially manageable standards for entering the political thicket. In Baker v. Carr, for example, the Supreme Court insisted that "well developed and familiar" judicial standards had been available to courts "since the enactment of the Fourteenth Amendment" for adjudicating claims of legislative malapportionment. 2 Yet two years later, the Court replaced any inquiry into whether, "on the particular facts," an apportionment was "arbitrary and capricious" 3 (a fairly conventional yardstick) with a universal requirement of one-person, one-vote 4 -a "rigidly numerical standard" like nothing "anywhere particular number of factors be proved, or that a majority of them point one way or the other." 10 But in Thornburg v. Gingles, the Court superimposed a threshold test for racial vote dilution claims with three "necessary preconditions" that rest on essentially objective inquiries. 11 The first Gingles factor asks whether it is cartographically possible to draw a single-member district in which members of the minority group "constitute a majority;" 12 this requirement was later further refined into "an objective, numerical test: Do minorities make up more than 50 percent of the voting-age population in the relevant geographic area?" 13 The second and third Gingles factors turn on whether there is racially polarized voting and whether, as a result, the minority community's preferred candidates usually lose 14 -questions answered essentially through quantitative analyses of election data. 15 2.
[T]he extent to which voting in the elections of the state or political subdivision is racially polarized; 3.
[T]he extent to which voting in the elections of the state or political subdivision has used unusually large election districts, majority vote requirements, anti-single shot provisions, or other voting practices or procedures that may enhance the opportunity for discrimination against the minority group; 4.
[I]f there is a candidate slating process, whether the members of the minority group have been denied access to that process; 5.
[T]he extent to which members of the minority group in the state or political subdivision bear the effects of discrimination in such areas as education, employment and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political process;
6.
[W]hether political campaigns have been characterized by overt or subtle racial appeals; 7.
[T]he extent to which members of the minority group have been elected to public office in the jurisdiction [;] . In recent years, courts have been called on to adjudicate claims involving what Dan Tokaji dubbed "the new vote denial" 16 -practices that prevent individuals from casting a ballot or having that ballot counted. 17 The upsurge in cases claiming vote denial (as opposed to vote dilution) is the product of a confluence of forces. The Voting Rights Act's preclearance regime, which had largely "stopped would-be vote denial from occurring in covered jurisdictions," 18 effectively disappeared after the Supreme Court's decision in Shelby County v. Holder 19 held the coverage formula unconstitutional. 20 And increased partisan polarization, combined with understandings about the "empirical relation between turnout and election outcomes," produced a spate of measures in which Republican officials cut back on expansions to voting opportunities previously implemented by Democrats. 17 The Voting Rights Act expressly includes both "casting a ballot, and having such ballot counted properly and included in the appropriate totals of votes cast" in its definition of "voting." 52 U.S.C. § 10310(c)(1) (Supp. II 2014). I highlight that point because a later federal statute, the Help America Vote Act, requires that election officials provide a provisional ballot to any individual who declares that he or she is a registered voter if that person's name does not appear on the list of eligible voters for that polling place, but leaves to state law the question whether to count that ballot. 52 U.S.C. § 21082(a)(4). This uncertainty has produced a significant amount of litigation. How should courts analyze these claims? Recently, the courts of appeals have begun to coalesce on a two-part framework: First, the challenged practice "must impose a discriminatory burden on members of a protected class, meaning that members of the protected class 'have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice.'" 22 Second, "that burden must in part be caused by or linked to 'social and historical conditions' that have or currently produce discrimination against members of the protected class." 23 The courts' insistence that "[i]n assessing both elements, courts should consider 'the totality of circumstances,'" 24 and should be informed by the Senate Report's nine "'typical' factors" 25 is an important gloss on the emerging framework, which otherwise might render virtually every electoral rule vulnerable in any jurisdiction where registration or turnout rates differ by race and plaintiffs can identify some potential improvement to the system that would reduce that disparity. The emerging framework explicitly incorporates the fifth of the Senate Report factors: "[T]he extent to which members of the minority group in the state or political subdivision bear the effects of discrimination in such areas as education, employment and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political process . . . ." 26 But the gloss raises the (stating that in the contemporary politically polarized environment, "the single predictor necessary to determine whether a state will impose voter-access restrictions is whether Republicans control the ballot-access process"). 28 First, neither an actual nor a predicted decrease in minority turnout should serve as a necessary precondition to a section 2 results claim alleging vote denial. There are theoretical, doctrinal, and practical reasons for treating election results as a relatively minor consideration with respect to the discriminatory burden prong of the emerging framework. If anything, data or predictions about turnout effects are more relevant to the question whether the challenged practice is tainted by an impermissible purpose than they are to determining the existence of a discriminatory burden.
Second, courts in section 2 vote denial cases should be guided by the Voting Rights Act's overall commitment to expanding the opportunity for minority citizens to participate in the political process. Particularly when confronted with a challenge involving a provision that reduces preexisting opportunities to vote, courts should not hesitate to find that the new provision constitutes a "burden" under the emerging framework. Giving evidentiary weight to the existence of a change does not impermissibly import the retrogression standard of section 5 into section 2.
Third, whether the policy underlying the challenged practice is "tenuous" (the final Senate Report factor) of necessity plays a more central role in vote denial cases than it has in vote dilution cases. This does not transform the results test into a purpose inquiry; rather, it is a question of the fit between the policy and the burden. The strength of the government's proffered policy justifications goes to the heart of whether the practice imposes a burden and whether that burden is discriminatory. More particularly, in vote denial cases, partisan motivations, regardless of whether they rise to the level of an independent constitutional violation or suffice to prove a racially discriminatory purpose, are tenuous as a matter of law and should impose a burden of justification on a defendant jurisdiction. call "voting as aggregation" 30 and Dan Tokaji terms, more concretely with respect to section 2 dilution claims, a "representation" right 31 ); and effective inclusion in post-electoral decisionmaking through elected officials (what I call "voting as governance" 32 ). The linchpin of Gingles and the stream of section 2 racial vote dilution lawsuits that followed was a claim that even if minority voters could cast a ballot and have that ballot counted, the aggregation rules being used-the use of multimember districts or the configuration of single-member districts-resulted in the minority community's preferred representatives being defeated. Put simply, those section 2 "results" claims necessarily turn on election results. As long as a minority community has "sustained success" 33 at the polls, members of the minority group do not suffer racial vote dilution cognizable under section 2. 34 Indeed, the totality-of-the-circumstances factor that appears expressly in section 2 itself is "[t]he extent to which members of a protected class have been elected to office in the State or political subdivision" whose electoral practices are being challenged. 35 In contrast to vote dilution claims, which necessarily look at election outcomes, an "essential feature" of participation-based voting rights claims is that they are "wholly outcome-independent." 36 It is no answer to a citizen's claim that she was improperly prevented from casting her ballot that the candidates she prefers are unlikely to win. 37 To be sure, when it comes to a vote denial claim under section 2, courts must look beyond the individual plaintiff's status as a citizen and aspiring voter to consider whether the denial of the right to vote was "on account of race or color" or membership in a protected language minority group (as opposed to on some other basis). 41 Not every denial of the right to vote violates section 2. The first element of the emerging test requires that the plaintiff show a tangible burden that disproportionately affects minority citizens, an inherently group-focused inquiry. But the necessity of a plaintiff's proving that she is part of a racially identifiable group to which the political processes are not "equally open" 42 and that the inequality is causally connected to group membership should not shift the focus to election outcomes. Indeed, Justice Scalia, who generally read the Voting Rights Act as narrowly as it was humanly possible to do, once explained:
II. THE LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TURNOUT
If, for example, a county permitted voter registration for only three hours one day a week, and that made it more difficult for blacks to register than whites, blacks would have less opportunity "to participate in the political process" than whites, and § 2 would therefore be violated-even if the number of potential black voters was so small that they would on no hypothesis be able to elect their own candidate. 43 (1918)). If an individual is "that much less a citizen" to the extent that his vote "is debased," id. at 567, how much even less is he a citizen if his right to vote is denied altogether? 40 52 U.S.C. § 10301(a). 41 Id. The protected language minority groups-"persons who are American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Natives or of Spanish heritage"-are identified in 52 U.S.C.
Section 2: Of Biased Votes, Unconstitutional Elections, and Common Law
§ 10310(c)(3). 42 Id. § 10301(b). 43 Chisom v. Roemer, 501 U.S. 380, 408 (1991) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citation omitted). I represented the private petitioners in that case.
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It is easy to see why courts might be tempted to look to turnout as the way to figure out whether a particular practice imposes a discriminatory burden. Certainly, there are cases where turnout disparities might be enough, standing alone, to satisfy that element of the emerging test. Consider an historical example: Morgan Kousser has estimated that Georgia's imposition of a poll tax during Redemption reduced overall white turnout by somewhere between 16% and 28% and overall black turnout by roughly half. 44 Had the Georgia tax been challenged under section 2, a reviewing court should have concluded that the tax imposed a discriminatory burden. That the tax was burdensome would have been shown by comparing turnout before and after its imposition: the tax by definition raised the cost of voting and, not surprisingly, that increase in cost led significant numbers of otherwise eligible citizens to forgo casting a ballot. The poll tax formally burdened both black and white potential voters. 45 But that the burden was discriminatory would have been shown by the fact that significantly more black potential voters than white ones did not vote after the tax was imposed. (The plaintiffs in this hypothetical section 2 case would certainly have satisfied the linkage prong of the emerging framework as well: black Georgians, as a result of slavery and pervasive racial discrimination from the time of Emancipation forward, were poorer than the state's white residents and therefore had both fewer resources from which to pay the poll tax and more need to use those resources elsewhere. 46 ) Evidence of a relatively higher actual decline in minority turnout linked to a challenged practice might therefore be sufficient to find that a plaintiff had established a discriminatory burden under the first prong of the emerging test.
But proof of a racially disproportionate effect on turnout cannot be necessary to establishing a section 2 violation. First, turnout data cannot be gathered until after there has been an election. Section 2 does not require that plaintiffs wait until after they have been denied the right to vote in at least one election cycle before they can challenge a restriction. To the contrary: part of the reason the Supreme Court insisted that preclearance is no longer necessary is that under section 2 "injunctive relief is available in appropriate cases to block voting laws from going into effect." 47 67-68 (1974) . 45 This assumes, of course, that the tax was fairly imposed on everyone. With respect to many of the disenfranchising devices used in the century prior to passage of the Voting Rights Act, particularly literacy tests and understanding provisions, this was not the case: discriminatory administration was also a substantial problem. See United States v. Louisiana, 225 F. Supp. 353, 382-84 (E.D. La. 1963) (three-judge court) (discussing evidence of this discriminatory administration in Louisiana), aff'd, 380 U.S. 145 (1965) . 46 See KOUSSER, supra note 44, at 64-67 (discussing how the interaction between poverty, the sharecropping economy, and the poll tax depressed voter turnout). 47 Shelby Cty. v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612, 2619 (2013). Section 12(d) of the Voting Rights Act authorizes the United States to seek "preventative relief," including a "permanent injunction" for section 2 violations. 52 U.S.C. § 10308(d).
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OHIO STATE LAW JOURNAL [Vol. 77:4 impediment to the right to vote, as guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution or statute, would by its nature be an irreparable injury," 48 courts cannot impose a requirement that plaintiffs show that the challenged practice has actually reduced turnout. The Voting Rights Act's expansive definition of voting-which reaches "all action necessary to make a vote effective" and expressly includes "registration . . . or other action required by law prerequisite to voting, casting a ballot, and having such ballot counted properly and included" 49 -reinforces the conclusion that practices that screen out a disproportionate percentage of minority citizens at the registration stage (such as cutbacks in same-day registration or documentation requirements) or at the ballot counting phase (such as requirements that voters who lack a particular form of ID cast provisional ballots and then cure those ballots through an onerous process) can be challenged under section 2 regardless of their effect on turnout itself. 50 Just as fundamentally, section 2 forbids the use of practices that result "in a denial or abridgment of the right . . . to vote on account of race" or languageminority status. 51 A longstanding canon of statutory construction directs courts to "avoid[] interpreting statutes in a way that 'renders some words altogether redundant.'" 52 Accordingly, there are situations in which jurisdictions can potentially abridge the right to vote even if they do not deny it altogether. There is a rich scholarly debate over the meaning of abridgment. Michael Morley has written that in considering what abridgement meant for purposes of the Reduction of Representation Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, there was consensus that it "referred to the imposition of qualifications to vote for blacks, such as property or intelligence requirements, that did not also apply to white people," while a qualification "that applied to persons of all 48 races did not 'abridge' anyone's right to vote on account of race." 53 The prohibition on abridgment, in this reading, forbids "caste legislation." 54 So it would certainly be an abridgment of the right to vote if a jurisdiction required black voters to cast their ballots in person while allowing white voters to cast absentee ballots; this would be true even if every black voter who wanted to vote was able to get to the polls. 55 White citizens under that scenario would have a more capacious right to vote than would black citizens, even if every citizen had the same basic entitlement. Franita Tolson has offered a broader reading of abridgment, showing that there was vigorous congressional debate from Reconstruction through the beginning of the twentieth century over whether emerging restrictions on the franchise such as literacy tests, durational residency requirements, and poll taxes were abridgments even though none of those provisions involved facial discrimination against aspiring black voters. 56 But regardless of which reading we might adopt as purely a matter of constitutional interpretation, because the central aim of the 1982 amendments to section 2 was to eliminate the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment requirements that a plaintiff prove a racially discriminatory purpose, 57 abridgment under section 2 can occur even when a facially neutral practice not aimed at minority voters results in minority citizens having "less" (and not "no") opportunity to participate equally. Because "the question whether the political processes are 'equally open' depends upon a searching practical evaluation" of how the challenged practice "interacts with social and historical conditions," 58 courts should consider the actual voting behavior of minority voters in making the determination whether the process is equally open. For example, in a jurisdiction where black voters disproportionately vote on Sundays-particularly when that decision can be explained as stemming from factors connected to socioeconomic disparities 59 -a decision to cut back on 53 section 2 should be available to challenge voting regimes that make "voting more convenient for whites than for minority voters" even if minority voters "overcame a convenience 'handicap' that we could all agree was unjust to impose by race as a matter of principle"). 62 Keene v. Meese, 619 F. Supp. 1111, 1123 (E.D. Cal. 1985) (giving a similar construction to the word "abridge[]" in the First Amendment, having "been unable to uncover any generalized discussion of the meaning of the term" after canvassing a series of cases in which the Supreme Court used synonyms like "restrict," "limit," "impinge," and "burden"), rev'd on other grounds, 481 U.S. 465 (1987) . 63 Nonetheless, although turnout effects are not a necessary precondition of a vote denial claim under section 2's results test, they do play a crucial role if a plaintiff challenges a particular restriction on an intent theory (which is also available under section 2). 72 There are two very different sorts of racially discriminatory purposes that might support finding intent liability under section 2. First, the challenged law might have been adopted or maintained because of racial animus-a belief that members of the minority group do not deserve the right to participate in the governmental process because they are in some way inferior to the majority. 73 This animus can (but need not) be entirely outcome-independent. Actual or predicted turnout effects would be irrelevant to this sort of discriminatory purpose claim.
But second, and far more likely in contemporary times, the challenged law might target minority voters for instrumental reasons: because the law's backers believe it will be to their political benefit to restrict minority voting since minority voters disproportionately support the backers' political opponents. In this world, vote denial is the product not of animus, but of an "inevitable tendency of elected officials to entrench themselves by targeting groups unlikely to vote for them." 74 Instrumental discriminatory purpose of this sort almost by necessity rests on beliefs or predictions about turnout. 76 And when race is a particularly good predictor of partisanship-indeed, in North Carolina, one of the defense experts conceded that being black was "a better predictor for 72 The Senate Report makes clear that either proof of discriminatory intent or proof of a discriminatory result suffices to establish section 2 liability. See S. REP. NO. 97-417, at 27 (1982) . 73 To the extent that offender-disenfranchisement laws rest on beliefs about the moral worth of offenders and their right to be considered part of the political community, these laws might be characterized as animus-based. voting Democratic than party registration" 77 -then targeting minority voters is an especially effective way for the party in power to skew turnout in its direction. In many parts of the United States today, that means that Republican elected officials have an incentive to restrict the voting practices and procedures most likely to be used by minority voters and to impose burdens that are likely to disproportionately prevent minority voters from casting a ballot and having it counted. Even in these instrumental discriminatory intent cases, however, plaintiffs should not be required to prove actual turnout effects. The question here is not whether the framers of the challenged law are correct that it will depress turnout. Indeed, the more blatant their racial targeting, the more likely there may be countermobilization that at least in the short run counteracts turnout effects. 78 Rather, the relevant inquiry asks whether actors who adopted the challenged practice targeted minority voters at least in part to skew the composition of the electorate in their favor. That is, the backers' perception of turnout effects, rather than the reality of those effects, is what matters.
III. THE LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CHANGE
While some section 2 vote denial cases have involved longstanding practices, 79 most successful litigation has generally involved challenges to newly imposed restrictions. 80 But in considering whether the rule before them imposes a burden, courts frequently have confronted the fact that the rule the plaintiff is seeking to reinstate is itself a relatively recent expansion of voting rights, and often it involves a practice that is unavailable in many other jurisdictions. States as otherwise diverse as Alabama, Connecticut, New York, Missouri, and Michigan, for example, offer no form of early voting (other than absentee voting for one of a limited number of qualifying reasons). 81 Only thirteen states currently offer aspiring voters any opportunity for same-day 77 Id. at 225 (emphasis added). 78 See sources cited supra note 70 (discussing the evidence of countermobilization); see also Issacharoff, Ballot Bedlam, supra note 21, at 1385 (describing how some restrictions may actually backfire). 79 The largest category of challenges to longstanding practices involves a series of ultimately unsuccessful challenges to offender disenfranchisement statutes. See Tokaji, New Vote Denial, supra note 16, at 700-01, 714-18 (discussing this litigation). 80 The voter registration. 82 So how can courts conclude that the reduction or elimination of these opportunities in a state that previously offered them imposes an impermissible burden under section 2? A fundamental starting point for answering that question lies in recognizing that the Voting Rights Act as a whole is not neutral with respect to expansions and contractions of the right to vote. Rather, it expresses a clear congressional purpose to expand opportunities to participate. This can be seen in key substantive provisions that outlaw literacy tests 83 and poll taxes 84 -two of the primary restrictions on the ability of citizens to register and cast a ballot that existed at the time of the Act's initial passage. Similarly, by instituting a results test, section 2 can be used to force jurisdictions to abandon practices that do not provide minority citizens with an equal opportunity to participate in the political process even if those practices would pass constitutional muster.
The Congresses that enacted and amended the Voting Rights Act were explicitly concerned that American history revealed a cycle in which voting gains by minority citizens had been subjected to retrenchment. 85 The Act's most direct response to this concern was, of course, the preclearance regime of section 5. To be sure, in Shelby County v. Holder, the Supreme Court identified two aspects of that regime that caused the Court serious constitutional concern: the requirement that covered jurisdictions "obtain federal permission before enacting any law related to voting-a drastic departure from basic principles of federalism"-and the selective imposition of preclearance on only a limited class of states-a "dramatic departure from the principle that all States enjoy equal sovereignty." 86 
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County casts doubt on the authority of Congress to protect voting rights from being cut back through more conventional means. 87 Expansions and cutbacks to voting opportunities are not similarly situated within a totality of the circumstances approach. 88 Existing legal regulations have shaped voters' and other political actors' expectations and behavior. 89 Citizens decide whether or not to vote (as they decide so much else in their 87 Indeed, only a week earlier, in Arizona v. Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2247 (2013), the Court had reiterated that Congress's power "over the 'Times, Places and Manner' of congressional elections 'is paramount, and may be exercised at any time, and to any extent which it deems expedient; and so far as it is exercised, and no farther, the regulations effected supersede those of the State which are inconsistent therewith.'" Id. . 88 See League of Women Voters of N.C. v. North Carolina, 769 F.3d 224, 241-42 (4th Cir. 2014) ("The fact that a practice or law eliminates voting opportunities that used to exist under prior law that African Americans disproportionately used is therefore relevant to an assessment of whether, under the current system, African Americans have an equal opportunity to participate in the political process as compared to other voters." (quoting Ohio State Conf. of NAACP v. Husted, 768 F.3d 524, 558 (6th Cir. 2014))).
As Janai Nelson explains, the right to vote (as opposed to the right to elect the candidate of one's choice that is at issue in vote dilution cases) does not involve a zero-sum game: Votes "do not involve the allocation of a limited resource; rather, the right to vote can be extended to countless individuals without denying others access to that right." Nelson, supra note 16, at 611. While extending the right to vote to noncitizens might properly be viewed as adversely affecting citizens' right to vote, see Brown v. Bd. of Comm'rs, 722 F. Supp. 380, 399 n.24 (E.D. Tenn. 1989) (striking down a city ordinance that allowed nonresidents who owned even a trivial amount of property in the city to vote in municipal elections on the grounds that "the law currently would permit Muammar elQaddafi to buy a parcel of land in Chattanooga and deed it to thousands of Libyans who would then be able to control the outcome of Chattanooga's elections"), there is no warrant for finding that expanding the right to vote of eligible citizens imposes a cognizable harm on other voters. 89 Cf. Obama for Am. v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423, 442 (6th Cir. 2012) (stating that changes to "voting provisions that have been in effect since 2005 and have been relied on by substantial numbers of voters for the exercise of their franchise are properly considered as a burden" under the Fourteenth Amendment standard and that "[t]o conclude otherwise is to ignore reality").
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[Vol. 77:4 lives) based on the costs and benefits from casting a ballot. 90 When the cost of voting goes down-for example, because early voting consumes less of an individual's time by shortening voting lines or making it easier to get to the polls or because same-day registration enables an aspiring participant to combine two tasks into a single visit to the board of elections 91 -some individuals who did not participate previously will enter the system and begin to vote. Particularly in jurisdictions where minority voters are disproportionately likely to lack various politically salient resources ranging from money to flexibility with respect to their time to basic and civic literacy, 92 providing minority voters with an equal opportunity to participate depends on maintaining voting as a low cost activity. 93 Conversely, when the costs of voting go up-for example, because a citizen currently lacks a conforming ID and therefore has to spend time acquiring the underlying documentation before traveling to a government office to obtain (even a nominally free) ID 94 or because the government adopts new rules that lead to longer lines in polling places 95 -some individuals will conclude that the cost 90 The canonical source for this common-sense insight is ANTHONY DOWNS, AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY (1957) . 91 See id. at 265 (arguing that "time is the principal cost of voting"). is too high, and will cease voting. An African-American witness at the Texas voter ID trial put the point starkly. She had to pay $42 to obtain her Mississippi birth certificate (a necessary underlying document to get the nominally free Texas voter identification document). She had not yet done so because she lived on $321 a month and explained:
[W]hen you're getting a certain amount of money, you're going to put the money where you feel the need is most urgent at the time . . . I had to put the $42.00 where it was doing the most good. It was feeding my family, because we couldn't eat the birth certificate . . .
[a]nd we couldn't pay rent with the birth certificate, so, [I] just wrote it off. 96 It blinks common sense (and common humanity in a case like Mrs. Bates's) to say that a law that raises the cost of voting imposes no burden. The real question cannot be the existence of a burden; rather, it is the magnitude of and justification for the burden and, for purposes of section 2, the presence of a racially disparate impact caused by or linked to the effects of past or contemporary discrimination.
Giving legal significance to the fact that the challenged practice involves a restrictive change is not the equivalent of smuggling section 5's retrogression standard into section 2's results test. Section 5 is directed solely at "backsliding" 97 and compares minority citizens' political position under the prior, benchmark regime to their position under the new regime. If they are worse off, that is the end of the liability inquiry: the change will not be precleared. By contrast, in a section 2 case, comparison of the costs of voting in the prior and in the challenged regime can inform the decision whether there is a burden. 98 But the question whether that burden is discriminatory requires comparing the position of minority voters today not to minority voters' prior position, but rather to the present position of white voters.
Finally, although it cannot be dispositive, the fact that a jurisdiction has until recently used a system that imposes fewer costs on voters provides at least preliminary evidence that a less burdensome system is feasible and tolerably serves the state's legitimate interests. 99 In elaborating on the final typical factor under the totality of the circumstances approach-which asks whether "the policy underlying" the use of a particular practice "is tenuous" 100 -the Senate Report squarely states that "[i]f the procedure markedly departs from past practices . . . that bears on the fairness of its impact." 101 If a state has allowed its citizens to vote either without providing proof of identity at all or upon providing any one of a wide range of documents, this suggests that a decision to restrict the right to vote to individuals possessing only a small handful of documents should rest on some demonstrable change of circumstances that provide a legitimate basis for cutting back on citizens' ability to exercise a fundamental right. 102 Similarly, if a jurisdiction has successfully run an extended early voting period or same day registration regime, this fact will tend to undercut arguments that the burdens a more restrictive system imposes on minority voters are the unavoidable cost of pursuing the jurisdiction's other permissible goals. In light of the long history of changes in election law that have disadvantaged minority citizens, 103 it is entirely appropriate for courts faced with a law that imposes new costs to ask whether a jurisdiction has a meritorious justification for making the change and to be skeptical that restrictions that disproportionately affect minority voters can survive scrutiny under section 2. 104 wheel"); see also Tokaji, Applying Section 2, supra note 15, at 478 ("Where a state goes from a more permissive voting rule to a stricter one, plaintiffs will naturally be in a better position to show that the disparate impact could be avoided by a different practice: namely, by introducing evidence on the effect of the practice in effect beforehand.").
100 S. REP. NO. 97-417, at 29 (1982). 101 Id. at 29 n.117. 102 See, e.g., Brakebill Order, supra note 48, at 22 (observing, in the course of granting a preliminary injunction against North Dakota's imposition of a new voter ID requirement that eliminated the prior "fail-safe" provisions that enabled voters without the required ID to cast ballots that would be counted, that the state had "failed to present any evidence showing that [the eliminated protections had] . . . resulted in voter fraud in the past, or are particularly susceptible to voter fraud in the future"). I explain below why a change in party control of a legislature and a desire to reduce votes for one's political opponents cannot be such a change. See infra text accompanying notes 120-32. 103 For discussions of this history, see generally KEYSSAR, supra note 85, and KOUSSER, supra note 44. 104 In recent years, the Supreme Court has imposed a "Purcell principle"-so named after Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1 (2006) (per curiam)-"that courts should not issue orders which change election rules in the period just before the election." Richard L. Hasen, Reining in the Purcell Principle, 43 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 427, 428 (2016). The central idea behind the Purcell principle is that last-minute changes sow voter confusion. There is nothing unique about judicial, as opposed to legislative or administrative, changes when it comes to voter confusion. To be sure, Shelby County means that the automatic "freezing principle" of section 5 is no longer in place. See LANDSBERG, supra note 85, at 84-105 (discussing how section 5 was designed to freeze existing practices into place). But courts faced with a section 2 challenge to a newly enacted restriction should be entitled to take into account the fact that the change was made at a time when it was impossible to fully adjudicate its legality before an impending election.
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IV. TENUOUSNESS AND TOTALITY
The two elements of the emerging framework bear a complicated relationship to the factors that have traditionally guided a section 2 results inquiry. Although the Sixth Circuit's shorthand version of the first elementthat because of the challenged practice minority citizens "will have a harder time voting than other members of the electorate" 105 -suggests that the first element is straightforwardly satisfied by showing a disparate impact, the more formal articulation of the element literally equates the phrase "discriminatory burden" with the statutory language in section 2 that describes the ultimate conclusion of a totality of the circumstances inquiry rather than its inputs. 106 Akin to the way that the second and third prongs of the Gingles test foregrounded and elaborated upon one of the Senate Report factors (there, the extent to which voting was "racially polarized" 107 ), the second element of the emerging framework is drawn from one of the Senate Report factors: here, the "extent to which members of the minority group in the state or political subdivision bear the effects of discrimination in such areas as education, employment and health, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political process." 108 What the second element adds is a requirement that plaintiffs provide a causal connection, showing how the disproportionate difficulty in voting the challenged practice imposes on minority citizens (that is, the "discriminatory burden") is at least in part "caused by or linked to 'social and historical conditions' that have or currently produce discrimination against members of the protected class." 109 That causal connection requirement makes sense, since unless the burden can be tied in some way to the challenged practice, it is hard to see how striking the practice down will provide more equal voting opportunities. 110 It can also be satisfied straightforwardly by showing, for example, that the reason African-American voters disproportionately used an eliminated same-day registration opportunity was that they are disproportionately poor and therefore both move more often (thus being required to reregister) and both lack access to automobiles and have work schedules that make it harder for them to make two trips-one to register and one to vote. The vote denial jurisprudence then, accords special weight to consideration of how current socioeconomic disparities that are the product of prior (and contemporary) discrimination make it harder for minority citizens to cast ballots and have those ballots counted, similar to the way that vote dilution cases have turned to a significant degree on whether elections are racially polarized.
That is not to say that racially polarized voting is irrelevant to vote denial cases. As I have already explained, racial bloc voting creates an incentive for politicians who receive little support from the minority community to adopt rules that will keep minority voters from turning them out of office. 111 Moreover, racial bloc voting means that officials whose electoral success does not depend on minority voters' support can ignore distinctive minority group interests that "are capable of aid or amelioration by government." 112 In particular, they can ignore minority citizens' interest in election rules that expand access to the political process.
Beyond socioeconomic disparities that interact with costly voting procedures to render minority citizens less able to cast ballots and have them
The courts have recognized that disproportionate educational employment, income level and living conditions arising from past discrimination tend to depress minority political participation. Where these conditions are shown, and where the level, of black participation in politics is depressed, plaintiffs need not prove any further causal nexus between their disparate socio-economic status and the depressed level of political participation. S. REP. NO. 97-417, at 29 n.114 (citation omitted).
110 Cf. Gingles, 478 U.S. at 50 n.17 (explaining that the first Gingles factor reflects the fact that "[u]nless minority voters possess the potential to elect representatives in the absence of the challenged structure or practice, they cannot claim to have been injured by that structure or practice"). 111 See supra text accompanying notes 74-76; see also minority citizens of an equal opportunity to participate. The section 2 totality of the circumstances test is not, when it comes to tenuousness, synonymous with standard rationality review in which a law should be upheld if there is any rational, even hypothetical, connection between the challenged practice and some legitimate government interest. 120 A weak actual fit between the law and the ostensible policy behind it establishes tenuousness. 121 Much of the new vote denial, as I have already explained, is the product of partisan manipulation of election rules. 122 A policy of pursuing partisan advantage through restricting the right to vote should be held tenuous as a matter of law and should create a strong presumption that a plaintiff who has satisfied the two elements of the emerging framework has established a violation of section 2. 123 The Supreme Court long ago held that "'[f]encing out' from the franchise a sector of the population because of the way they may vote is constitutionally impermissible." 124 The Court announced that principle in the context of cases where the defendants were prepared to articulate on the record an argument for why the individuals who were being excluded were not (or were not yet) full members of the political community. 125 In the new vote denial cases, no jurisdiction has argued that voting restrictions can be imposed on voters for partisan reasons. But if it is a violation of ordinary public employees' First Whatever may be true in the context of constitutional challenges to election regulations, in the context of section 2, a law that denies minority voters an equal opportunity to participate simply is not "nondiscriminatory." And the relevant question is not whether the challenged law can be "supported by valid neutral justifications," but whether the actual policy behind the law is tenuous. The justification must have some basis in reality and not simply in conjecture. In First Amendment cases, the Court has squarely held that once a plaintiff shows that protected conduct was "a 'motivating factor'" in the challenged action, the defendant must show "by a preponderance of the evidence that it would have reached the same decision . . . even in the absence of the protected conduct." 133 A similar rule ought to apply in section 2 cases. Once plaintiffs show that political consequences were a motivation for a voting restriction, the burden should shift to the jurisdiction to show it would have adopted the restriction in the absence of any political consequences. With respect to the recent restrictions on the franchise, that is likely to prove impossible.
When race and political affiliation are as closely entwined as they are in many of the jurisdictions whose restrictive election laws have recently been 129 Crawford v. Marion Cty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181 (2008) (plurality opinion). In the interest of full disclosure, I note that I was co-counsel for the petitioners.
130 Id. at 203 (opinion of Stevens, J. Nelson , supra note 16, at 611 ("In the context of redistricting, like employment, the potential zero-sum calculation predominates, and few, if any, decisions stand alone without some consequence on other groups of voters. For example, drawing voters into one district versus another may potentially impact the electability of one group's preferred candidate versus another group's. By contrast, in a disparate vote denial context-for example, invalidating a discriminatory voter ID provision or a felon disenfranchisement law, or preventing a voter purge that yields disparate racial results based on unsubstantiated criteria-the disparate impact claim will not visit negative consequences on any racial group. Unlike in the employment context, vote denial challenges do not involve the allocation of a limited resource; rather, the right to vote can be extended to countless individuals without denying others access to that right." (footnote omitted)). 132 Crawford, 553 U.S. at 204 ) (opinion of Stevens, J. challenged, partisan motivation may often rise to the level of purposeful racial discrimination, violating both section 2 and the Fourteenth Amendment's prohibition on purposeful racial discrimination. 134 But even if a court were to find that partisan considerations did not rise to that level, it must treat those motivations under the section 2 results test as evidence that the jurisdiction's policy is tenuous and therefore, under the totality of the circumstances, partisan motivation cuts in favor of finding section 2 liability.
V. CONCLUSION
In Shelby County v. Holder, the Chief Justice observed that "history did not end in 1965." 135 No, indeed. Contrary to the triumphalist story the Court offered in Shelby County, the United States has gone through a series of cycles in which the right to vote has expanded and contracted. The second generation of first-generation cases 136 we are now seeing under the Voting Rights Act should therefore come as no surprise.
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act expresses Congress's firm commitment to rooting out nationwide the exclusion of minority voters. Courts faced with section 2 vote denial claims should not permit states to justify restrictions on the right to vote, particularly new restrictions, on the grounds that they have only a marginal effect on turnout, can be overcome if minority citizens just put more effort into meeting the requirements, resemble the existing law in some other jurisdiction, or bear some articulable relation to efficiency or electoral integrity. The Voting Rights Act was intended to disrupt politics as usual in the service of full civic inclusion for long-excluded minority citizens, and the fact that the new restrictions often stem from that usual politics is a reason to strike them down, and not to sustain them.
